Single Step in 2019

Single Step at a Glance
Our mission is to support, motivate and empower
LGBTI (“Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Intersex”)
youth, their families, friends and allies in Bulgaria.
Our ultimate goal is to help create a proud, out,
active and viable LGBTI community in the country.
Our activities include: a free and confidential
online support chat (reaching 110 towns and cities
in the country), staffed by 20 trained volunteers, a
toll-free telephone line, personal psychological
counseling in 10 cities across the country, support
groups, HIV prevention program, raising-awareness
campaigns, cultural, art, social and sports events.
We pride ourselves in our leadership, innovation,
governance, transparency and partnerships (nonprofit, corporate, community).

Target Group
Our core constituency is LGBTI youth
(13 – 25 yo) and their parents. They are
an "invisible" group of young people,
for which only 2 alternatives exist: (i) a
life spent in hiding due to the prevalent
stigma or (ii) fleeing the country in
pursuit of a better life abroad. Those
who stay behind experience a hostile
social environment that often leads to
mental health disorders, psychological
and substance abuse, depression,
thoughts of suicide or actual acts of
suicide. Their parents, on the other
hand, fall victims to oppressive social
stigma and shame and very often lack
any reliable information on LGBTI
matters.

20 volunteers: one of
our most valuable asset
is the team of volunteers
who operate our
psychological support
services. In addition to
the initial training they
undergo, they participate
in regular, structured,
ongoing training: suicide
crisis response, domestic
violence, HIV and STIs,
trans identity and trans
users consultations.

Inputs
Pro-bono professionals:
we have received
significant generous
support by incredible
professionals from
different spheres: PR
and advertising, filmmaking & production,
creative teams, graphic
design, singers, artists,
sport athletes, etc.

Our Advisory Board consists
of recognizable, legitimate
public figures, both Bulgarian
and international, LGBT and
allies, representing the full
spectrum of society:
business, entrepreneurs,
politicians, NGO & academic
people, media figures, artists,
etc. The Advisory Board
provides strategic direction
and invaluable contacts to
the organization; its firm
stand for our cause provides
clout and credibility to Single
Step, domestically and
internationally.

Sources and Uses

In 2019 we financed our activities and operational expenses through diversified sources. Our
fundraising efforts were mainly focused on the purchase of the real-estate property, which is in
the center of our social entrepreneurship model.
Sources: 448,000 BGN
7%
42%

51%

Donations: 230,000
Grants: 189,000
Other: 29,000

Uses: 675,000 BGN
12%

2%

Salaries: 82,000
6%
6%

74%

Materials & Equipment: 12,000
Services (rent, campaigns, event,
etc.): 43,000
Travel: 42,000
Others (incl. purchase of real
estate): 496,000

Note:
All amounts are in BGN.

Activities – Psychological Support
Online Chat

Available on our website, operating nightly
between 8 and 11 pm – free, confidential
and accessible throughout the country.
Staffed by 20 volunteers.

Helpline

Toll-free phone line, operating every
Wednesday between 5 and 8 pm.

Support Group for LGBTI Youth

Takes place in Sofia, twice a month with LGBTI
youth between 17 and 25.

Support Group for
Parents

Takes place in Sofia, twice a
month with parents of LGBTI
youth

Psychologists Network

10 professionals from 10 cities throughout Bulgaria provide
consultations to users of our chat and helpline.

Activities – HIV / AIDS
HIV/AIDS Report
As part of our successful #endHIVbg initiative, on May 31, 2019, we
hosted an international conference in Sofia, entitled: “Reaching 90-90-90
in Bulgaria: Reality Check and New Perspectives”. The conference was
attended by many relevant stakeholders in the country and featured
renowned Bulgarian and international speakers. Our team - with Momchil
Baev as a spokesperson - presented the results from our #endHIVbg
initiative, entitled "HIV Testing Among the MSM Group in Bulgaria”, based
on the most representative survey within the MSM and trans communities
in Bulgaria. You can read the entire report here.
On the occasion of the World AIDS Day on December 1st, we made a
video against the stigma surrounding HIV / AIDS. We partnered up with
BRCY, Checkpoint Sofia, BFPA and seven Bulgarian stars to spread our
message. Here is the video we produced for the campaign.

Activities – VentureOUT
VentureOUT for companies and LGBTI people
In continuation of our mission to provide specific resources to
empower LGBTI people in Bulgaria, we developed a career center for
young LGBTI people who are just starting their careers. We offer free
consultations, direction, and advice at the start of your career: how
to prepare a CV and a cover letter, what to expect from your
professional life, how to choose an LGBTI-friendly employer and how
to prepare for the final part of that journey – the interview. In a few
short months we have had 33 unique users (a total of 72
consultations), of whom 17 people have found a job and 8 have
continued their education, thanks to VentureOUT.
In addition to the practical and custom-made Diversity & Inclusion
seminars and workshops we have been providing to our corporate
partners, we are launching a proprietary LGBTI-friendly Corporate
Index to serve as the benchmark for corporate inclusion policies
and practices of large Bulgarian and multinational corporations in
the country.

Activities – GenerationArt
We created GenerationArt to give space, opportunity and a
stage to young artists to express themselves and to show
their art, no matter which direction, genre and form they use.
At the end of every month, our team goes through the
applications and presents one artist that wants to show his or
her work through GenerationArt - we publish the works at our
website as well as at our social media profiles.

Activities – CampOut
CampOut: Identity and Persona
The CampOUT workshop provided an opportunity for young
LGBTI artists, who have already begun their development in
one of five genres (music, dance, visual arts, fashion and
photography), to gain knowledge and inspiration from
successful Bulgarian and international mentors, to feel free
and express themselves and to create a joint project within the
workshop. All 11 young artists were chosen after a process of
application. In July 2019 they worked on topics covering issues
such as: who are we as people, as individuals, as personas; the
crossroads of personal self-awareness and acceptance.
More than 40 works, created during CampOUT, were presented
between October 17th and 25th in Sofia. The exhibition
collected photographs, video visualisations with impressive
choreography and art collages, created entirely during the
week-long art workshop for young LGBTI artists from around
the country.
Following the success the event had in Sofia, the exhibition
CampOUT: Identity and Persona was also presented in Plovdiv
in November 2019.

Activities – Campaigns & Events

In collaboration with Colibri publishing house we
published the book Boy Erased in September
2019, translated in Bulgarian and organised
meetings with the author Garrard Conley during
the CineLibri festival in October. The book is a
memoir of his personal journey as a young gay
man through the so called ‘conversion therapy’ in
the context of his own religious family.

Garrard spoke at the screenings of Boy Erased
in Sofia, Plovdiv, Burgas and Varna where
Single Step also presented the book. Garrard
answered questions in front of more than 500
people in these four cities and took part in
more than 20 media interviews and materials.

Activities – Campaigns & Events

On October 13th, we teamed up with JAMBA and
Wizz Air Sofia Marathon to support JAMBA's
cause - building a career center for people with
diverse abilities! We helped organise a donation
campaign and involved popular singers and
musicians to support the event.

In September 2019 we took part in the Summer
Academy of the Bulgarian Youth Red Cross
volunteers. Nikoleta spoke about our #endHIVbg
campaign as well as about our support services and
resources available. The different modules included
role games and discussions about common
prejudice, the challenges in front every volunteer and
what it takes to provide socio-psychological support.

The Steps: Sustainable Social
Enterprise
Single Step Foundation established Single Step Ltd.,
which is 100% owned by the Foundation. 100% of the
Ltd.’s profits go to Foundation to ensure sustainability.
On September 27th, 2019, Single Step Ltd. purchased a
property in central Sofia with a mortgage loan by
Unicredit Bulbank as the first for Bulgaria social impact
investment instrument. The downpayment was secured
through donations by international funds and individual
donors, collected since the founding of the Foundation
in 2016.
All of the Foundation’s service were moved in the office
on top of the venue, and the repairing of the space
began.

Selected Results
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

331 served chats from more 110+ towns
8 LGBTI young people in Support Group
79 consulted LGBTI youth and parents in the country
10 psychologists in 10 cities: Sofia, Stara Zagora,
Kardzhali, Haskovo, Pleven, Ruse, Veliko Tarnovo, Burgas
and Varna.
17 people found a job through our VentureOut initiative
13 organised events throughout Bulgaria
More than 1200 people joined our physical events
Real-estate purchased for the social entrepreneurship
The Steps
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